Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL RULES:
I favor unified rules between the American and National Leagues.
Under the present system, the American League has a designated hitter and the National none.
With the pitcher batting and the opposing pitcher facing, effectively, eight hitters the quality of
pitching in the National is subpar compared to the American League. This means the average
hitter in the National League will fare better than his American League counterpart. This skews
averages and inflates and deflates records.
So too with the paucity of players expansion has wrought aging players who can play an
additional number of years as designated hitters. This factor bloats their statistics for
recordkeeping purposes.
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In re Daniel Mannes
STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS
–continued–
If both leagues had designated hitters the quality of pitchers, in each league, would be more
equal and eventually the hitters.
If the above is correct, Albert Puljos will not do as well with the Angels as he did as a Cardinal.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Expert Testimony – Probate/Legal Issues
Violation of Injunction
Holographic Wills
Joint Accounts and Claims

Husband and wife were parties to a Circuit Court divorce action. They had a joint account at
“Fidelity” which was subject to an injunction prohibiting withdrawal. Husband and wife made a
withdrawal of one-half (1/2) each. Husband issued two “Notes”, one to his wife and another to a
friend in the nature of a Holographic Will (Codicil). The Note to his wife referred to the Note to
the Best Friend and the disposition referred to in that Note. Husband committed suicide. Wife
opened an estate for her husband and took the half of Fidelity decedent husband had withdrawn
as surviving spouse, not tendering either Note to the court. Those mentioned in the Notes found
out about their existence from a police report.
Petitioners sued in Circuit Court and there was a remand to probate, as one of the counts was
wrongful distribution. The Lower Court ruled it could enforce a Circuit Court injunction; said
the res was still in the joint account as a matter of law and, therefore, passed to wife as a matter
of law. Finally, the Lower Court found that the document in question was a valid Holographic
Codicil.
The Court of Appeals found that, as a joint account holder, the rights she asserted were claims,
and since the period for asserting claims had passed she could not assert her claims. The “res”
was an estate asset and subject to the Holographic Codicil on remand.
The ruling is a good result. The inferences which arise are somewhat troubling. For instance,
the violation of an injunction doesn’t make you a “non” widow.
Also, can one court enforce another’s injunction? Since the Court of Appeals went off on the
narrow grounds stated above – the issue became moot. If the probate had such a power “unclean
hands” would have been appropriately mentioned. This case does not decide the issue either
way.
The legal expert testimony issue is not addressed by the Court of Appeals. Lower Courts go both
ways on this issue. It is, I believe, discretionary with the Lower Court.
In calling the surviving joint holder a “claimant” the Court of Appeals is focusing on individual
rights rather than looking at the account as a “res” and making the matter “in rem”. I like this. It
narrows the issue to “right to title” rather than title.
The Court of Appeals’ rationales could have been much different depending upon what was
raised below and how the issues were famed. As a probate practitioner, I’m sure we all have
ideas how we would have done the framing.
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